DELIVERING
BENEFITS TO
GOVERNMENT

LOWER COST

Lower costs

ESET Remote Administrator
running on Linux
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Microsoft Client Access Licenses

The ESET Remote Administrator

There’s no longer any need to

(CALs) are expensive.

server runs on Linux, so you

pay for CALs for every client that

don’t need an MS server. ESET is

connects when you run ESET

one of only two vendors to offer

Remote Administrator on a

such a solution.

Linux sever.

Lower costs

Automation by Agent
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We spend a lot of time on

Automation by Agent: All tasks

IT administrators’ day-to-day

repetitive day-to-day tasks. And

are run by an independent agent

tasks are minimized, saving time

our mobile workforce isn't

directly on the endpoint, even

and allowing them to focus on

always connected to the

without connectivity to ESET

more important or sophisticated

corporate network - so how can

Remote Administrator. Results

tasks.

we control security?

(logs) are then synchronized
upon connection.

Lower costs

ESET License Administrator
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Our IT budget is constantly

ESET License Administrator. Our

You get the most out of your

scrutinized, and costs need to be

new licensing administrator

licenses, with no seat wasted.

attributed accurately. But it’s

handles all licenses

Your IT department can plan

difficult to keep track of how

transparently, in one place –

and manage resources better.

many licenses we are using or if

from where you can merge,

we are paying for too many.

delegate and manage them
centrally, in real-time.

Lower costs

Built-in Data Access Protection
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We need to manage online and

Built-in Data Access Protection.

No need to pay for and maintain

offline data access but dedicated

ESET Endpoint Security comes

dedicated tools, or upgrade your

tools are expensive, need

with built-in Anti-Phishing,

hardware to cope with them.

additional management, and

Device Control, Web Control,

increase endpoint hardware

Firewall and other

demands.

functionalities to cover these
security demands.

Lower costs

Virtualization Support
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We are virtualizing our network

Virtualization Support: ESET

Your VMs run faster because

and are afraid of AV storms and

Shared Local Cache prevents

ESET’s anti-malware solution

the overall performance of anti-

scanning of the same files on all

won’t slow them down. There’s

malware solutions on virtual

VMs. Moreover, an agentless

no need to upgrade your

machines (VMs).

solution is available for

hardware to offset degraded VM

platforms supporting such an

performance when running

approach.

ESET.

OUTSTANDING
USABILITY

Outstanding usability

RIP & Replace
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Migrating from one anti-

RIP & Replace: ESET Endpoint

Migration to ESET is seamless –

malware vendor to another

solutions now uninstall all

RIP & Replace makes the

demands a lot of time, effort

redundant anti-malware

process easy.

and IT resource – it’s easier not

software during their

to switch.

installation, and endpoints are
deployed pre-set up.

Outstanding usability

User-friendly Management Console
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

We need a “look & see” security

Our new web-console combines

Straightforward IT security

overview that is easily

extremely user-friendly interface

management via a simple yet

accessible, while retaining full

and data visualization with drill-

powerful web-console, which is

management of IT security.

down capabilities, and was

completely intuitive to use and

developed based on in-depth

accessible from anywhere.

consultation with IT
professionals.

Outstanding usability

ESET License Administrator
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

It’s difficult to manage licenses

ESET License Administrator. Our

License handling made easy –

dynamically in response to

new licensing administrator

manage your licenses centrally,

changes in our network. Our IT

handles all licenses

in real-time.

budget is constantly scrutinized

transparently, in one place –

and we need a way to

from where you can merge,

demonstrate spending on

delegate and manage them

licenses is effective.

centrally, in real-time.

Outstanding usability

Customizable GUI visibility
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

Users can see security alerts and

Customizable GUI visibility. With

Users aren’t distracted by anti-

are being distracted by anti-

ESET you can customize the

malware, and may not even

malware information pop-ups

visibility of notifications,

know there is any on their

or icon tray changes. We don’t

warnings, tray icons, etc. on

endpoint, while having no GUI

want users to know about every

endpoints – or hide them

means even lower system

possible security issue we may

completely, leaving no process

demands.

be facing.

for GUI running at all.

Outstanding usability

Low System Demands
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFIT

IT security solutions slow down

ESET is famous for its low

Your computers don’t run

our computers and our people

demands on systems. All our

slower – and nor do your

too, leading to complaints from

products are optimized to

people. The result: no more user

users.

ensure high-speed running, as

complaints.

confirmed by independent
testing.

